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There are currently 12 million illegal aliens living in the United States, which has become a growing 

concern for many Americans.  In his new novel, A Dubious Terrain, the fourth installment in the Dubious 

Mystery series, author Gerald J. Kubicki includes many real facts about illegal aliens in his fictional story, 

using fiction to highlight the hot-button issue. 

The characters discuss the cost of illegal immigrants, illuminating how serious the problem is and how 

far out of hand it has gotten.  One explains that many of them work illegally and send the money earned 

home to their families in Mexico, paying no taxes before doing so because they are paid off the books.   

He goes on to explain that many of them have fathered children who have become a burden to society, 

as we are required by law to feed them, give them an education, and give them medical support. 

One scene in particular highlights how out of hand the problem has gotten and how few consequences 

there are for illegals.  Danta Lopez announces the formation of a new fighting association, the Latino 

Domination Association, proclaiming that “All of our fighters are former gang members who have fought 

on the streets.  They are all illegal aliens, their style will be ruthless, bare knuckled, and with no holds 

barred.”  James, a junior reporter, becomes interested, noting that while he “knew that the illegal alien 

issue had become ridiculous since America could not stem the flow coming into the country,” but telling 

the media that his fighters were illegal “seemed a little too bold.” 

Kubicki addresses this and other timely issues like race relations, corruption, and the power of 

Homeland Security through fiction, interweaving them in his pulse-racing plot.  Readers will inevitably 



be left anxious for the next two installments in the Dubious Mystery series: A Dubious Plan and A 

Dubious Artifact. 

 

Gerald J. Kubicki 

Gerald J. Kubicki considers himself “an average guy who can write.”  He was born and 

raised on Eastern Long Island in the Westhampton area, attended college at SUNY 

Plattsburgh, and moved to New York City, where he was hired by a major manufacturer 

of food products that trained him how to be an executive, to believe that anything is 

possible, and exposed him to the broader world.  As an executive, consultant, and founder of an English 

language school in China, Kubicki traveled all over the world, which is reflected in his books.   

He currently lives in Las Vegas, the setting of A Dubious Terrain.  Although Kubicki did not start writing 

until late in life, he is already a prolific author; he writes a new novel every three months, spending one 

month researching, one month writing, and one month golfing before starting the next novel. 

 

The Dubious Mystery Series 

The Dubious Mystery Series centers on protagonist Colton Banyon, an “average guy” who loves history, 

has a weakness for beautiful women, and is good at solving mysteries.  Readers were first introduced to 

Banyon in A Dubious Mission; he has returned for three more mystery adventures: A Dubious Secret, A 

Dubious Dream, and A Dubious Terrain. 

For more information, please visit www.geraldjkubickibooks.com. 
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